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Abstract 

At initial stage this study is planned to analyze the pattern of the management 

organizing in a structured way. Is it possible a organization to function without 

organizing in a systematic way or not would be analyzed .In this aspects every man, 

animal and creature have to live in a systematic way according the creations of the our 

almighty unless their life will not seem as a neat and elegant, for this purpose every 

organization just like human being and animals have to run and function in a well 

demarcated way and aspects. To seem as a management and organization at the sight of 

buyers and purchasers it has to have a matured and well designed organization look for 

increase its revenue and income in populated places .If so its internal desire and 

expiations could  be accomplished through its planned and designed organizations setup 

as per the people expectations. These types of system will motivate the organization 

employees to fetch orders and sell its products much and also will attract the customers 

to buy their interested goods and products in this organization. 
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Introduction  

Organization is making relationship among the group of companies and industry, it is 

way of making trust between several industries and organizations without which it is 

stuff to run the organization. Toward attain company’s objectives this organization types 

are playing much significant role and also segregating its functions and roles in 

establishing different types of goals in different company’s authorities. There are two 

meaning of organization: There are two types ubiquitous organization along with several 

meanings .An organization will not seem or shine unless it has method, procedure, rules, 

objective, goals, ambitions and structure because all these are making framing as a 

organization for carry out all its business and marketing oriented assignments in public 
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places and people also will be trusting this types of company for their needs and 

necessities without hesitations. 

Organizing as process:  

According to several management authors perceptions organization is a means of 

process and functions with set of structure for achieve its dream of business ,in other 

hand it was considered as a chain of various work and commitments .It gets different 

communications determines important performances ,engaging authority and giving 

responsibility to do company work, organizing is a suitable way for integrate and 

motivate human beings and infusing competency and talents in the stream of company 

growth .Types of organizing in a company would be varied according to the season and 

situations of the company goals and objectives . 

Organizing as a structure of relationship:   

In this way organizing attitude is thought as system of a relationship .In this system 

numerous jobs are classified and created at the cordial relationship of the working 

employees, workers responsibility, duties and tasks are assigned by the systematized 

organizing patterns. Different postings in a organizing system would be mostly durable 

and permanent Still from old period organization is called as improvement assets and 

static one ,organization is classified into several category such as tangible and intangible 

tangible items are structured as human ,material, machine, money and intangible is 

authority ,responsibility, functions ,and objective. Both systems are stressing on making 

constant relationships between two elements 

At other side there are some types of differences between both patterns ,organizing is 

process and way that will run lifelong and until its exisistences  ,its goal would be 

changed as per its requirements .In organizing system and process human resources are 

the epicenter of its development and success ,despite many factors are affected but it has 

to be organizing its goal in a systematic ways to meet its lucky product’s revenue 

,according to organization organizing would be done herein suitable posting 

,responsibilities and appropriate salary would be given to them . 

Company have to have eight steps to run its business and organizing management 

system .Primarily as a chief owner or authority in a company has to understand its value 

and goal unless he or she has to device new plan and goal according to the company 
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norms. Before starting of company or management it should have clear cut and much 

visible objective and detailed information bulletin about its all in services to the 

customers, on the aspects of conceived information and objectives different 

responsibilities have to be given to different staffs with an aim to exaggerate its products 

and business and also increase the products according the need bases of the market and 

customers. So clear and visible communication, goal and objective are the chief pillars of 

the company growth or management development for which organizing is a central 

process of the organization for meet all types of success in both marketing and business. 

 For instance, a sports material manufacturing industry might have various activities 

such as selling, marketing, purchasing, advertisement ,finance making, search doing 

,account maintaining ,preserving stocks and recruiting new employees for business 

improvement purpose .In this aspects all work would not be given to  only one person 

but it would be given to different persons with particular godliness manual for achieve 

his or her sales target or goal, To make expert and specialized on particular profile in a 

company ,will segment departments into various domain such as production wing, 

marketing wing, sales wing, purchase wing, investment wing, order wing and processing 

wing .major goal of all these wings are to increase company standard growth. 

.Possibly company  is utilizing human resources skills and hard works as much as 

enough for its developments by allotting different goals, commitments and targets, entire 

organization works are carried out in a systematized ways because they are making 

short term goal and long term goal with visible and strong communications and 

information’s for develop their sales and revenue .For the sack of organization 

development company will change its advertising trend according to its necessities for 

promote its market strategy and products value in the customer places . 

In allocating of several portfolio to several officers in a organization or company ,will 

expect several and different results and outputs in terms of selling, marketing, 

purchasing, producing and advertising .Because different responsibility is given for 

different person is to strengthen their value, working purpose, company needs and meet 

all types of expenditures along with employees prosperity. In a systematized way 

organization will be having different types of ambitions, goals, business strategy, target 

and agenda, to accomplish all these tasks various designations are given with various 

posting for full fill the company needs and necessities without failure while apposite 

company is growing fastly. In which sales department have to do its duty sincerely to 
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make reach company its target before other company is achieving its target, purchase 

department have to purchase its raw material at flexible and reduced rate to improve 

company income and reduce company expenditure as other company is doing ,finance 

department will have to monitor its fiancé improvement and availability to meet all the 

expenditures ,advertising department has to do its regular duty for attract and engross 

the customers and buyers toward its company products by launching  surprising and 

ever thinkable advertisement . This is called as organizing way or process in a 

organization because organization would have different types of employees many of them 

are classified in a team or designation and department wise with an intense to amplify 

their tasks and revenue . 

Though responsibility was given to marketing manager to look over marketing business 

or work but he will not able to recruit marketing person or professionals in his company 

,it would be possible after getting approval and messages from his organizing general 

manager ,will also appoint a new employees after communicating messages to MD 

management director .In a company or organization different posting ,hierarchy and 

authority would be maintained ,as per this system jobs, duties, responsibility 

,commitment and role also would be assigned along with company rules, privileges, 

amenities and facilities .Where each officers should be brought under one superior 

authority who will direct to his subordinates to do assigned works towards improve 

company business .superior ,senior and junior systems are followed in a organizing way 

in a organization with an aim to magnify their duty and also amplify company income. 

There is various communications, information and business oriented conversations 

between several rank officers, all their duties are designed to improve and cement their 

organization growth. 

Conclusion 

From family to organization ,systematic, structured and codified procedures are 

necessary one for their constant development and improvement in their professions .To 

meet all their goals ,targets and ambitions organization must have proper organizing 

approach among its employees without bitter and controversial experiences ,this 

systematic mannerism would be resulting in increasing and amplifying its revenue and 

income without failure. Generally organization or company have to have coordinated 

employees for achieve cooperative success in a particular cycle it would be much helpful 

and fruitful it achieve its future goal and expenditures .Constant growth ratio of a 
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company and organization in the field of marketing, finance ,business ,sales and 

advertising would be fetching numerous benefits ,success  and reputations from the 

people .This types of developments will encourage and motivate Indian government to 

select constant growth making company to be awarded by its valuable prize .So, I future 

and in the present scenario organization and company must have organizing capability 

and capacity to enlarge its output and input ,it  will enrich company profile and staff 

profile in a decent way as entire society and people appreciating and parsing about its 

proportional development in its products and objectives  
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